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Bonq is a technology company providing solutions for self-sovereign 

finance. It allows individuals and businesses to borrow against their 

digital assets interest free and without credit check from third 

parties. It will start with cryptocurrencies, however in the future 

Bonq protocol will support tokenized real-world assets collateral, 

including invoices, real estate, and shares of private companies.

 

Bonq’s first solution is an on-chain, non-custodial and decentralized 

borrowing protocol focused on launching and operating a blockchain 

Euro-pegged low volatility payment coin (BEUR). Non-custodial  

means that Bonq users have full control over their assets all the time, 

and they don’t interact with any 3rd party that would hold funds 

in its custody. Instead, they only interact with smart contracts in  

a blockchain using their own blockchain wallets.  The users will also 

enjoy ultra-low gas fees and fast transaction processing thanks to 

the efficiency of the Energy Web blockchain. The protocol users 

will be able to use any whitelisted ERC20 tokens like wrapped 

Bitcoin, wrapped Ether, Energy Web Token (EWT), Alliance Block 

Token (ALBT) as collateral and take out BEUR loans. Those loans, 

organized in individual troves, are secured by the Stability Pool and 

need to maintain a minimum collateral ratio of 120%. In case the 

Stability Pool does not suffice during liquidations, the trove’s assets 

and liabilities will be picked up by the community of trove owners.

 

BEUR aims to be the first regulatory compliant low volatility payment 

coin. In our view, the crypto market can only make a tangible impact  

1. Summary
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on society when it conforms to the regulatory rules’ society has 

issued to protect users and keep business fair and transparent. 

 

The Bonq Team stands for self-sovereignty, censorship resistance, 

decentralization, and fun — in finance and in life.

2. Introduction
The crypto economy has undergone tremendous growth, surpassing 

$2 trillion in market capitalization. However, much of the activity to 

date is highly speculative and targeted at existing crypto holders, 

which profit from high leverage and various incentive mechanisms. 

The current DeFi protocols are not optimized for mainstream 

usage and fail to provide the critical retail financial tools offered 

by traditional banks. There are still not enough DeFi products that 

help the mom-and-pop shop owner in Santiago get a small business 

loan or the small-scale farmer in Kenya get insurance to protect 

their harvest. 

 

In order to fulfill its vision for economic prosperity, and financial 

inclusion, Bonq will prioritize three goals: (1) solve real-world 

problems by catering to everyday use cases; (2) offer easy to use 

products; and (3) focus on low fees for end users, so that DeFi 

solutions are cheaper than traditional finance. 

 

With the introduction of its regulatory compliant Euro pegged 

low volatility payment coin, Bonq is paving the way for a financial 
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service that is open, non-custodial, and trustworthy. The new 

payment coin will allow almost anything to be valued and transacted 

across geographies and industries. All sources of value including  

real estate, IP, equity stakes, cryptocurrencies etc, will be tokenized 

and exchanged digitally with low cost and friction over decentralized 

networks. 

 

Leveraging the initial partnerships with Energy Web and Alliance 

Block, Bonq’s first applications would tap into those ecosystems 

and deliver retail financial solutions. First use cases would include 

crowdfunding for sustainable energy products, zero cost yield 

strategies, micro-transactions for gaming and metaverse industries, 

remittances, and Liquidity-as-a-Service to bootstrap liquidity on 

AllianceBlock Decentralized Exchange.
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Traditionally, businesses and individuals had to rely on 3rd parties 

to access the liquidity of their assets. 3rd parties such as banks 

provide car loans and mortgages to individuals or facilitate trade 

finance for businesses. The asset owner must apply for a bank loan, 

which can be granted or denied, and then pay recurring interest 

until the loan is paid back in full. This means that the asset owner 

is not only dependent on the lender, but also the ability to access 

the liquidity of their assets is determined by the availability of the 

capital and its price (the recurring interest).

The recent decentralized finance (DeFi) projects and protocols 

developed a new way of providing loans based on the blockchain 

protocols and tokens. However, the overwhelming majority of the 

DeFi projects and protocols still operate under the traditional 

finance paradigm of relying on a 3rd party lender providing capital 

and charging recurring interest.

3. Self-sovereign finance
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Self-sovereign finance (SSF) is an approach that advocates the use 

of technologies like blockchain to conduct financial transactions 

without the need to rely on any 3rd party, including traditional banks 

or individual DeFi lenders. Bonq protocol is a manifestation of SSF. 

 

Bonq users don’t transact with any 3rd party. They can access 

liquidity of their own assets just by locking them up in their own 

trove, without any 3rd party involvement. In other words, they 

transact with their own trove, which is a smart contract controlled 

by themselves. 

This SSF approach is the single most important aspect of Bonq 

and has the following implications:

• Bonq is censorship resistant. No one is needed to approve  

a loan, so no one can deny a loan. 

• Loans created with Bonq troves are not limited by the availability 

of external capital. 

• There is no recurring interest that needs to be paid. Users are 

accessing their own capital, they can “borrow from themselves”, 

so there’s no one who needs to charge recurring interest.

• The supply of the Bonq algorithmic low volatility coin is not 

limited with the ability and willingness of the borrowers to pay 

the recurring interest (which is one of the biggest problem of 

many DeFi project, including DAI/MakerDAO).
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Bonq AG is a corporation registered and regulated in Switzerland, 

focusing on developing self-sovereign finance technology solutions. 

Bonq focuses on offering B2B solutions for crypto projects, 

exchanges, businesses, merchants and traditional finance entities 

including FinTech companies and well-established institutions. 

 

Bonq offers solutions (like BEUR payment coin and the lending 

protocol) directly to end users as a reference implementation,  

to show business users what’s possible. End user solutions developed 

by Bonq are easy to integrate and/or white-labeled for business 

clients. 

Bonq creates an ecosystem of partners, business clients and 

end-users where BNQ utility token is used to govern and access 

the protocol and align the incentives inside the ecosystem for all 

participants. Business users are only required to stake (deposit in 

a smart contract) BNQ tokens to not incur any ongoing transaction 

or subscription fees. With all the incentives aligned, there are no 

reasons to stop using Bonq.    

 

Bonq AG will generate recurring revenue from offering optional 

value-added services to business users, including:

• Memberships to companies who want to explore compliant 

SSF, DeFi and innovate using Bonq protocols. These companies 

include banks, factoring and trade finance companies, project 

finance companies, payment processors, gaming / metaverse 

companies, e-commerce and brick-and mortar merchants.

4. Bonq business model
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• Certification services for integrators and implementation 

partners who want to assist businesses in adopting Bonq 

solutions into their IT.

• APIs to conveniently access Bonq protocols and features.

The backbone of Bonq’s platform is its non-custodial, compliant 

payment coin algorithmically pegged 1:1 to Euro (BEUR) that 

allows ultra-low gas fees and fast transaction processing due to 

the efficiency of the Energy Web blockchain. In contrast with other 

payment coins, BEUR is backed by a basket of on-chain digital assets 

that distributes the collateral risk and allows broader accessibility 

to DeFi protocols and real world financial products.

When we abstract away from all details, the End to End 

process of creating BEUR is as follows: 

• Place whitelisted collateral in a Trove (e.g. $EWT, $ALBT).

• Mint BEUR (there are mechanisms to keep the collateralization 

ratio in place).

• Use BEUR directly for payments or swap it for other crypto  

assets using a DEX liquidity pool.

• Repay BEUR to the Trove to unlock collateral.

5. Bonq payment coin - BEUR
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Within the first 12 months, Bonq would leverage its strong partnership 

with Energy Web and Alliance Block and launch several B2B products 

that would create huge market adoption opportunities within  

the DeFi and real world’s financial markets. 

6. Business Use Cases 
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The first real world application for Bonq’s payment coin would 

leverage Energy Web partnership with Engie Energy Access (EEA) 

to accelerate energy access in sub-Saharan Africa through a DeFi 

crowdlending platform developed by Energy Web And EEA. The 

DeFi application will be built on the Energy Web Blockchain and 

enable investors to finance the installation of clean energy assets 

in exchange for income generated by the users in Africa paying 

their electricity bills. Energy Web Token (EWT) holders would use 

Bonq to mint BEUR, and lend it to EEA and other solar companies.

 

BEUR functionality as a global, open, interoperable, real-time 

value and low-cost payment enables fast and efficient small 

ticket transactions without the high volatility encountered by 

cryptocurrencies. Those features are critical for operating successful 

crowdlending and crowdfunding platforms in developing markets. 

6.1  Crowdlending platform for solar projects
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The landscape of the “in-game payments” for blockchain 

based gaming industry is rapidly expanding across different 

monetizing strategies and business models. Blockchain gaming 

started incorporating non-fungible tokens (NFTs) or other forms of 

tokenized assets as in-game content tradeable for cryptocurrencies 

or fiat currency.                                                          

 

On a broader scale, much of what’s happening in gaming is moving 

in tandem with another major technology trend: the metaverse, 

where opportunities for in-game integrations are mostly unexplored. 

The metaverse widens the scope of blockchain gaming by unlocking 

new types of intellectual properties, experiences, and behavior, all 

in a desperate need of finding optimal on-chain payment solutions. 

 

Bonq is currently in discussion with three potential gaming partners 

to offer BEUR as the official payment coin used on those platforms.

6.2  Micropayments - gaming & metaverse
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On-chain remittance payments are in early stages but growing 

rapidly. The traditional remittance structure still accounts for 

most of the business and consumer remittance activity despite its 

clear shortcomings such as high fees and slow transfers. Globally,  

the average remittance cost is around 7.5% with Western Union 

around 15%. 

 

Traditional crypto platforms brought to the table instant, very 

low-cost transfers, but unfortunately the price volatility of those 

crypto assets was too unstable to be attractive to businesses. 

However, payment coins with very low volatility offer something 

different: price stability inherited from its soft peg to fiat currency, 

and the instant, low-cost transfers of a trust-less blockchain.

 

Remittance payment is expected to initially grow through B2B,  

as businesses would be faster in engaging with new technology when 

profit margins are still in double digits. Typically, new technology 

tools are adopted by smaller businesses first — not ‘mom and 

pop’ operations, but growing SMEs (Small and Medium Enterprises) 

looking for an edge. Very large enterprises tend to come to the 

party a little later and buy facilitated enterprise solutions that 

service their whole organization, and we can expect to see the 

same pattern play out in the payment remittance space.

 

Bonq strategy would be partnering with smaller and mid-size 

remittance providers to deliver white labeled solutions for onboarding 

BEUR payment coin as their main transfer currency. Leveraging an 

6.3  Remmitance Payments
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already strong ecosystem of businesses that supports Euro pegged 

digital payments, Bonq is going to first launch in South America, 

followed by Africa and Middle East.

Liquidity has become a major challenge of every crypto project, 

demanding extensive time and resources that could be better 

spent on development and growth. The liquidity mining model 

provides short term incentives for liquidity providers and creates 

a perpetual expense on protocols’ balance sheets. As a result, 

projects will need better systems to ensure sustainable liquidity 

while aligning long term incentives for investors. 

 

Using Bonq’s Liquidity-as-a-Service solution, protocols will be able 

to mint BEUR by depositing their native whitelisted token inside  

a Bonq trove and have their tokens matched by BEUR inside Alliance 

Block DEX pools. This design is attractive for projects that want 

to generate on-demand liquidity with no upfront cost to acquire 

the other end of the liquidity pair. Since the projects themselves 

are functioning as the liquidity providers, they are also entitled to 

trading fees. Additionally, using Bonq to generate liquidity instead 

of selling half of the assets, limits impermanent loss when the 

asset price goes up.  

 

Leveraging its strong partnership with Alliance Block’s ecosystem, Bonq’s 

solution is going to revolutionize the way liquidity is provided and 

creates huge adoption opportunities. The single side liquidity 

6.4  Liquidity-as-a-Service
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option presents a tremendous opportunity for DeFi in general by 

overcoming its structural liquidity provisioning problem (2 side 

liquidity requirement) and match TradFi solutions, where single-side 

liquidity is a standard. If achieved, Bonq will be able to lend liquidity 

to any project that the community finds compelling (based on 

whitelisting criteria) and alleviate protocol’s need to source liquidity 

and pay for the other side of the liquidity pool.

Bonq is in the best position to benefit from the industrialization 

of Yield Farming. With 0% recurring interest cost of issuing BEUR, 

BonqYield product will be designed as a two-sided marketplace 

with capital providers on one side and strategy writers on the other. 

Strategy writers allocate users’ capital, while capital providers select 

what strategies they want to allocate to. The strategies automate 

yield farming for users.

 

With the launch of BonqYield, yield seekers could now simply deposit 

their funds into the Bonq platform and have their capital automatically 

allocated across the most optimal strategies available. This revolu-

tionary product built on 0% cost of capital provides optimal solutions 

to users trying to understand various yield farming opportunities, 

but also alleviate their concerns over gas fees. 

 

On the B2B side, BonqYield platform would be one of the few,  

if not the only product in the DeFi ecosystem that would whitelist 

tokens issued by DAOs (Decentralized Autonomous Organizations) 

and allow them to mint BEUR tokens at 0 cost and earn significant 

yield. 

6.5  EUR based yield farming
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1,000,000,000 BNQ tokens are minted at genesis. 55% of the tokens 

are reserved for community rewards and incentives, to accelerate 

adoption, tech development, stability pool staking and providing 

liquidity to BEUR trading pairs.

 

Specifically, BNQ tokens are awarded to the Stability Pool Providers 

and Liquidity Providers of BEUR liquidity pool. BNQ token holders 

can stake them to receive discounts on the past and future fees 

charged by the protocol. This means that staking users can enjoy 

using the protocol for free, but they can’t “cash out” the rewards, 

which means they can’t use the rewards as passive income or 

dividends. There is no lock-up on the staked BNQ tokens. 

7. BNQ utility token economics
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Companies and crypto projects who want to use Bonq payment 

solutions or add their token to the approved collateral whitelist must 

buy and stake BNQ tokens. They don’t need to pay any recurring 

fees, and if they decide to stop using the platform, they can sell 

their BNQ tokens. However, by holding the tokens they become 

co-owners of the ecosystem and have no incentive to stop using 

it (no recurring fees). This way they are incentivized to maximize 

the use of the platform and onboarding as many users as possible.

In the future, merchants using BEUR for payments will offer rewards 

and cashbacks to BNQ token holders (similarly to what credit card 

issuers do now). 

Finally, businesses will be able to join the Bonq DAO (Decentral-

ized Autonomous Organization) and use BNQ to participate in 

the governance process of the DAO. DAO members will be able to 

influence the roadmap of the project, vetting new members and 

vetting new tokens accepted as collateral.

To summarize, the utility of the BNQ token includes:

• Free or discounted usage of the platform and value added services.

• Access to loyalty rewards for end-users.

• For crypto projects, the ability to whitelist a token as collateral.

• For merchants, the ability to use payment solutions.

• The ability to participate in governance.
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List of all BNQ token use cases.
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The supply of BNQ token will be distributed between: 

• Community rewards and incentives (50%),

• Late investors / operating budget (23%),

• Founders (12%), 

• Early investors (10% - already allocated),

• Investmenst and grants for impact projects (5%). 

Tokens for founders and contributors are subject to a 3-year 

vesting period.  
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Bonq allows users to access liquidity of their assets without 

selling them. Users may deposit their crypto assets, (for example 

Ethereum - ETH) as collateral to a smart contract called Trove  

to mint and withdraw BEUR payment coin. The Trove needs to 

maintain a minimum Trove Collateral Ratio (TCR) of 120%. If the 

trove has insufficient collateralized debt positions, there is an 

instant liquidation mechanism.

 

This mechanism is similar to having a home equity line of credit 

where bank customers can borrow against the equity value of their 

property. The main difference for Bonq is the fact that the protocol 

does not charge any recurring interest on the borrowed BEUR. It 

is because the users borrow from themselves, there’s no 3rd party 

involved that provides liquidity and earns interest.

8. Bonq borrowing explained
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A Trove consists of two balances. One for the crypto asset’s 

collateral, and the other one for the debt denominated in the 

protocol’s payment coin BEUR. There is no minimum debt and 

there is no deadline to repay the debt as long as the minimum 

collateralization ratio is maintained. Users can close Troves upon 

repaying their debts.
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Existing CDP platforms execute liquidations in two ways. Either 

undercollateralized positions are auctioned or a fixed-price sell-off 

takes place with a discount. We argue that both business models 

have drawbacks. Auctions are not optimized for time efficiency while 

the discounted fire sales cannot achieve optimal price discovery 

as the main pricing dynamic is not the open market demand.

 

On Bonq’s platform, the undercollateralized Troves are liquidated  

automatically. If any Trove falls below the TCR of 120%, the protocol 

instantly liquidates the position. The process is algorithmic, 

requiring no buyer or bidder to achieve these sales. Liquidated 

borrowers keep their BEUR, and all their collateral is distributed 

to the Stability Pool.

8.1  Bonq Collateralized Debt Positions (CDP)
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The Stability Pool is the insurance fund of the protocol that acts as 

the first line of defense to maintain system solvency by paying off 

the debt of the Liquidated Troves. The Stability Pool is funded by 

other borrowers, namely the ‘Stability Providers’, who collateralize 

their tokens (like ETH) to issue BEUR. They then deposit the BEUR 

amount into the Stability Pool to make gains from liquidations and 

earn BNQ rewards.

8.2  Bonq Stability Pool
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As Troves are liquidated, BEUR tokens are burned from the Stability 

Pool in an equal amount to the liquidated debt to ensure that the 

total BEUR supply remains backed. In return, the collateral of the 

liquidated Troves is added to the Stability Pool and can be claimed 

by the Stability Providers.

As a result of this burning process, Stability Providers lose some 

of their BEUR but are compensated with the liquidated collaterals 

at a significant premium. Both burning of BEUR and redistribution 

of liquidated collateral takes place on a pro-rata basis per the 

Stability Provider.

Since the liquidations happen instantly once a Trove Collateral 

Ratio (TCR) falls under the 120% level, the Stability Providers are 

likely to gain a higher BEUR value of the collateral (up to 20% 

more). Meanwhile, this also means that the liquidation penalty 

is equal to 20% of the locked value, which is a strong incentive 

for trove holders to maintain safe TCR levels of their troves. 

When the Stability Pool does not have enough BEUR tokens to 

offset undercollateralized troves, the system uses a redistribution 

mechanism to prevent cascading liquidation. The system redistributes 

the remaining debt and collateral from the liquidated troves to all 

other troves.
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The conventional way of price stability introduced by Maker is much 

like a central bank regarding variable interest rates. Due to having 

no supply-side on the protocol level, Bonq however can support 

0% interest rates. Maker DAO could do the same, but they need 

the revenue accrual from interest rate to control DAI price, which 

is a highlight about the differences in price stability mechanisms 

of the two protocols.

 

Instead of charging interest on the loan, there is a one-off issuance 

fee charged in BEUR. These fees vary algorithmically between 0.5% 

to 5%. In addition to the issuance fees, there is a redemption fee 

for every loan to maintain the balance of the peg. 

 

When BEUR is trading below the peg (1BEUR=0.9EUR), debt repayment 

makes sense for the borrowers as they would be better off closing 

their debt positions at a discount. The arbitrageurs, when BEUR  

is trading under pegged, can buy BEUR on the market, redeem the 

collateral, then sell it and capture risk-free profit. As the users buy 

and redeem more BEUR, the redemption fee increases to make 

redemptions less attractive when the price reaches the peg. 

 

The fee algorithm is a key variable in maintaining the peg. As more 

redemption is in demand, the base rate for the borrowing fees  

is increased to discourage additional borrowing and support the 

peg to overcome downward price pressure. This way, the borrowing 

fee increases together with the redemption fee, to prevent flooding 

the market with newly minted BEUR. 

8.3  Bonq Price Stability Mechanism (PSM) 
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Bonq protocol will be launched on the Energy Web Blockchain due 

to the very low gas fees, energy efficiency, the use of only renewable 

energy and fast transaction processing of the blockchain. The low 

gas fee environment is important for the protocol’s efficiency and 

the stability of BEUR. Later, deploying the protocol on other fast 

and inexpensive blockchains will broaden the accessibility and 

usability of Bonq.

 

The BEUR peg relies on an active community putting their capital 

to work to defend it. In order to speed up the adoption, we will 

provide the community with the tools it needs to do this part. 

 

The components of the Bonq system are: 

• The smart contracts which allow users to create troves, mint 

BEUR, provide liquidity to the stability pool and benefit from 

discounts by staking BNQ tokens.

• A DApp which allows users to interact with the smart contracts.

• An arbitrage bot which enables users to take advantage of the 

price impacts on the DEX liquidity pools by the swapps from 

freshly minted BEUR to other crypto assets.

• A trove optimisation bot will give users the peace of mind of 

knowing that their trove will not be under-collateralized by 

allowing a “set and forget” approach to trove collateral level 

management.

• A cluster of The Graph Protocol servers is needed to track  

the transactions in the smart-contracts and make the data 

accessible in a database.

9. Bonq Technology
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• A cluster of EWC RPC nodes is needed to interact with the 

smart-contracts on the EWC.
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As a decentralised protocol, Bonq is accessed by using Decentralised 

Apps in the browser. 

 

There will be 3 DApps to begin with:

• Bonq User Interface - allows a human user to interact with their 

trove and the staking pools.

• The Arbitrage Bot enables users to take advantage of the price 

swings that converting BEUR to anything else will create.

• Trove Manager Bot helps users to keep their troves out of liquidation 

and still take advantage of the yield opportunities provided by BEUR. 

Even though Bonq is a decentralised protocol, it requires some 

infrastructure for efficiency and user friendliness.

• A Web Server is used to store the DApp bundles and serve the 

applications to the users.

• We use The Graph Protocol to index the events generated by 

the smart-contracts and store these in a relational database. 

This allows for efficient querying of the protocol components 

and improve the user experience in the DApps.

• EWC-RPC is required in order to guarantee smooth interaction 

with the Energy Web Chain. Hosting our own EWC-RPC node  

is also required to stay in control of security.

9.1  Dapps

9.2  Infrastructure
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The smart-contract system allows the user to manage their loans 

and collateral. It also makes sure that the equilibrium of value  

is maintained by creating mechanisms for liquidating insolvent 

accounts.

Another important aspect is to create a system that is upgradable 

without causing disruption. When a new feature is deployed, the 

existing contracts should be able to continue normal operation, 

until their owners are ready to upgrade.

9.3  Smart contracts
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With 20 years of TradFi experience working in the world’s leading 

financial services firms and in start-up environments, Delia led 

and managed global investments through tremendous growth 

delivering top tier performances through in-depth industry expertise, 

quantitative investment research, and cutting-edge technology 

experience.

10. Bonq team

Delia Sabau
Chief Executive Officer

A software engineer by training, Micha has spent most of his 25 

years career building software for financial services companies  

in Switzerland. He started writing smart-contracts on Ethereum  

in 2015 and never stopped. His latest role as the CTO of the  

Energy Web Foundation gave him the opportunity to architect  

the EW-DOS and design the tokenomics in collaboration with Michal. 

A decentralization maximalist, Micha is convinced that blockchains 

and DApps are the future and he’s excited by the opportunity  

to create one of the currencies of this future.

Micha Roon
Chief Technology Officer
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Holding a Master’s in economics and practicing tokenomics hands-on 

since 2017, Michal has worked with enterprises such as Kudelski 

Security, Lufthansa, and Softbank Energy, in addition to many crypto 

projects including Energy Web, AllianceBlock, and Cudos.

Michal Bacia
Chief Economst

Patrick is a council member of the Energy Web Foundation. He 

also serves as council member of other foundations, as well as 

on the board of several blockchain companies. As attorney-at-law 

and public notary, Patrick is the owner of PST legal & consulting 

in Zug, a law firm specializing in Swiss and international tax law, 

corporate law, commercial law, mergers and acquisitions, structuring  

and restructuring of national and international businesses, the 

relocation of companies and individuals, and advising on legal 

issues for blockchain companies.

 

Patrick has previously worked as an administrative judge at 

the canton court of Zug and with one of the “big four” auditing  

Patrick Storchenegger

Strategic Advisors / Board members
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companies in Zurich. He studied law in Zurich before taking the 

legal and notarial examinations in Canton Zug, as well as spending  

a year working in New York. He speaks German, English, and French.

Rachid is one of the founders and the current CEO of AllianceBlock. 

He is a serial entrepreneur with an obsession for modeling, analytics 

development, quantitative analysis and data science. For the last 

decade, he has been developing and implementing models and 

methodologies to help organizations with forecasting and risk 

management. He was a Quantitative Analyst at Barclays. In 2017, he 

completed the building and deployment of a highly scalable deep 

learning model in artificial intelligence applied to computer vision. 

 

His impressive work received accolades from VINCI which 

commissioned him to help orchestrate the ambitious “smart 

highways and smart cities” project, combining AI and Blockchain. 

Rachid is also a Venture Partner at Alpha Omega Capital. He holds 

an engineering degree in Computer Science and Signal Processing, 

and a Masters degree in Probability Theory, Stochastic Process and 

Quantitative Finance.

Rachid Ajaja
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Walter is the former CEO of Energy Web. He brings more than three 

decades of experience leading customer solutions and operational 

teams in complex, global organizational environments, including  

in the fields of fintech, telecommunications and information 

technology (IT). Prior to joining EWF originally as COO, Kok was 

COO of bank-wide operations at ING Bank, where he drove a series  

of transformation programs and built a new type of operating 

model better equipped to deal with the challenges of regulatory 

requirements and technological disruption. In addition to ING, Kok’s 

prior experience also includes senior board positions at Vodafone 

Global Enterprise, BT, NEC Corporation and several startups.

 

He holds a Masters of Science in Digital Currency from the University 

of Nicosia and a Master of Science in computer systems networking 

and telecommunications from the Eindhoven University of Technology.

Walter Kok
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11. Bonq Roadmap
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